
THE INTUITION FRUITION MEDITATION PACK 
🫐  

A suggested guide 

If you’re looking for a fun intuition-building experience - I’ve built this 9 day guide to help you 
take baby steps! You can also use the attached printable journaling pages to document your 
experience within the 9 days. 

(optional , listen to these podcast eps before beginning the meditation journey)  

DAY 1: CLICK: What is Intuition?  

DAY 2: CLICK: A Witch, Tarot Reader & Astrologer on Intuition  

DAY 3: CLICK: The Weird & Messy Progression of (my) Intuition   

DAY 4:  “Comfort in the Unknown” Affirmation Track -  
Summary: Sometimes the most powerful way to tap into intuition ... is 
to release the need for answers. Paradoxical, I know! Designed to listen 
when you find yourself wishing you had all the answers. This track helps 
find the power in the unknown - both when it comes to life events/the 
future ... as well as bigger topics like "god"/higher powers. You're 
constantly creating your life with a mysterious force contributing. 
Whether that's fate, chance, coincidence , god/goddess, or just nature 
itself ... who knows? Revel in the space of not having the answers. Once 
you accept it, you can feel more power brewing. CLICK FOR TRACK. 

DAY 5:  “Tap Into The Void” - Audio Spell  
Summary: Close your eyes for this one and just see where your mind's 
eye takes you. This track is about emptying your mind of distractions 
and emptying your body of tensions - to become a clear channel for 
intuition. We tap into the liminal space, the “in-between”, the vast 
emptiness , the void. The place where all possibilities exist. Empty your 
mind and tap into the field of nothingness... you may find that's where 
all the magic is. CLICK FOR TRACK. 

presents

https://open.spotify.com/episode/2M0AQdJEyX3LgktKxIMG6n
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5qJ8AMjlsaTywYwZVvscQ6
https://www.patreon.com/posts/occultists-35-of-53651900
https://www.patreon.com/posts/comfort-in-quick-54767610
https://www.patreon.com/posts/tapping-into-48689781


DAY 6:  “I Awaken my Intuitive Eye” - Quick Charm 
w/ Poetic Invocation 
Summary:  The purpose of this track is to help you re-activate 
your inner knowing and intuition. It's always been there! It just 
“clouds" sometimes. In this short charm we use a simple 
visualization of opening our mind's eye (it may have been closed 
for a while - so give it some time to wake up!). This track is set to a 
darker feeling music , so you can get creative with your 
visualization. CLICK FOR TRACK. 

 

Relevant Poems inside the 
track: 

Deep within me 
Lies my Mind’s Eye 
It’s purpose to see 
The how and the why  

It gifts me with magic  
With knowledge and Sight 
It’s the lantern of soul 
Leading me through the 
night  

As time passed me by 
My Inner Eye closed  
It slept and it slumbered  
Dormant, it dozed

But today, I remember  
My natural born gifts 
I regain my Sight 
As my eyelid lifts 

I awaken  
my Intuitive Eye 
I unbind my sight  
I release the tie  

My knowing was dormant 
But now its awakened  
My mind’s eye has opened 
My senses are shaken  

I awaken  
my Intuitive Eye 
I unbind my sight  
I release the tie  

My knowing was dormant 
But now its awakened  
My mind’s eye has opened 
My senses now shaken 

I awaken  
my Intuitive Eye 
I unbind my sight  
I release the tie  

https://www.patreon.com/posts/i-awaken-my-eye-53883517


DAY 7:  “Pre-Divination Calibration” -  Poetic 
Invocation 

Summary: Do you ever wish there was something you could listen to 
before a Tarot Reading, Tea Leaf Reading or Scrying? Or Divinatory 
work of any kind? Well here it is! In this track we focus on getting you 
to align with "The Universe" (or whatever you believe in) and trusting 
that the answers coming through are meant to come through. 
Confidence and Alignment all wrapped into one! Additional touch-
points include boundaries with spirit, asking for help & protection in 
readings for yourself or others.  CLICK FOR TRACK. 

Relevant Poems 
inside the track: 

Universal Energies  
Magic of All 
Those who swim or 
who fly  
Those who walk or 
who crawl  

All spirits of Love  
Who wish to assist  
I ask you for help  
By clearing the mist  

Allow me to see  
To hear or to know  
The Messages that  
I need to show  

To myself of to 
others  
For portals of power  
My Intuitive Eyes  
Open this very hour

I am the Oracle  
Diviner , The Seer  
I see that which is far  
And that which is here 

I work in the Liminal  
The neutral, the grey  
I am able to see  
The patterns at play  

The messages don’t enter 
me  
I simply observe  
Please help me with love 
Please help me to serve 

Spirits of Good  
Please come guard this 
reading  
And filter the messages 
that I am receiving 

I am a channel  
I am connected  
I am a channel  
I am protected  

I am the Oracle  
Diviner , The Seer  
I see that which is far  
And that which is here 

I work in the Liminal  
The neutral, the grey  
I am able to see  
The patterns at play 

I am meant for the 
messages  
That I receive  
I feel , I know  
And I believe

I am a channel  
I am connected  
I am a channel  
I am protected 

I thank the Universe  
And Spirits of love  
For allowing me 
guidance  
That comes from above  

I thank the Universe and 
my Intuition 
I thank myself  
And my Inner Vision 

I’m a Diviner  
I’m a seer 

https://www.patreon.com/posts/pre-divination-6-48048083


DAY 8:  “Ask The Universal Library” -  Quick Charm 

Summary: Come to this one with a QUESTION in hand! What do 
want clarity on? What answer do you seek ? Drift into the darkness 
and find yourself in a giant Cosmic Library filled with Universal 
Knowledge. Present your Question to the Library and allow it to 
furnish you with the book and page  that contains your answer. Let 
the answer appear intuitively . CLICK FOR TRACK. 

 

DAY 9 (BONUS TRACK):  “My Intuition bears Fruit” 
-  Affirmation/ Poem Track  

Summary: This short track is a reminder that your intuition is 
growing each day. It's a plant being tended, a muscle being 
flexed. A craft being honed. It takes time , but the work is worth it. 
When you open the space, plant the seeds and tend to its needs...  
your intuition bears fruit! You get to enjoy the rich gifs of intuition, 
and experience the joy of watching it grow.  CLICK FOR TRACK. 

 

Relevant Poems inside 
the track: 

My Intuition bears fruit 
My abilities grow 
I can see my pursuits  
Clear as clean snow  

Each day I sense more  
I feel the buzz 
The prickle of energy  
The static and fuzz 

Each day I tap in  
To the heartbeat of 
Earth  
And I feel it  
As my own

I’ve planted  
And tended  
And nurtured  
These gifts  

I’ve no need  
For psychics 
Oracles  
Glyphs  

I’ve opened  
The portal 
Its sweetness 
 I savor 

For the messages  
Come Daily  -  
The Fruits  
Of My Labor  

My Intuition  
Bears fruit 

https://www.patreon.com/posts/50603271
https://www.patreon.com/posts/68915593




INTUITION  FRUITION



A FEW INTUITION TIPS:  

🫐  Start recording/writing down your dreams. You don’t 
have to dissect any meaning right away. Maybe just leave 
them in a journal, then return to it a few weeks later. Were 
there any connections between dreams and actual life 
occurrences? Did your dreams indicate themes of that 
upcoming week, or simply themes reflecting your inner world (emotions/psyche)? 
Because that’s valuable info!  

🫐  Entertain your imagination. Yes, imagination is just that. Something that’s not 
happening right in front of us. Something that’s not in the “real world”. But what if we 
could use imagination as a tool to communicate with the parts of ourselves that we 
can’t reach? In the Universal Library meditation above - I ask you to go to the Cosmic 
Library for an answer. Does the Cosmic Library exist? Likely not. But we can still use it 
as a vehicle, to bring us to the insight and wisdom that lies within us. Catch my drift?  

🫐  OPEN SPACE. Open space for ritual. Silence. Lighting candles. Stretching. Long 
walks where you simply observe the leaves on the trees. Open space for nothingness. 
For empty time. For calm. For staring at a crystal ball. For drawing tarot cards. For 
holding a stone and asking yourself how it feels. Just open space in whichever way 
feels good to you.


